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You are travelling to Europe – a wonderful assembly of diverse countries that have, over 

hundreds of years, evolved and formulated their individual and often unique customs, 

styles and quirkiness. We want to (and sometimes have to) fit into the region’s natural 

patterns and irregularities. Much will appear so very different from ‘home’ – and surely it 

is exactly those very differences that inspired you to go there in the first place! 

 

To help you, the following pages contains additional information specific to your tour  

including brief introductory information regarding the major sites and regions you will be 

visiting. 

 

We would like to wish you a wonderful trip through Europe and a safe return home. 

 

Best wishes and Merry Christmas from the Albatross Team  
 



Christmas in the Austrian Tyrol 

 
Please see below a light overview of some of the regions and towns you will be visiting.  

 

Munich 
Within sight of the Alps, the glamorous capital of Bavaria, Munich (München) has much to offer: an 
extensive and well-restored old town, world-class museums and galleries, fine civic buildings such as 
the neo-Gothic town hall, and the wonderful church known as the Frauenkirche, whose twin  
onion-topped towers are the symbol of the city.  
 
This cosmopolitan city is enlivened by its strong identification with Bavarian traditions as well as by 
the presence of vast numbers of students, who have made the suburb of Schwabing their own. In 
addition, the city boasts magnificent green spaces, ranging from raucous beer gardens to the vast 
English-style park known as the Englischer Garten and the Olympiapark. 
 
Rebuilt since the war (there were 66 bombing raids on Munich alone!) the central walking precinct is 
a mass of people and activity. The shopping is excellent. Perhaps take lunch in one of the numerous 
cafes or a giant Beer Hall? The Christmas markets are some of the largest in Germany and scattered 
all around the old town hall. 
 
Lake Mondsee 
Mondsee (Moonlake) is a lake in the Upper Austrian part of the Salzkammergut and neighbour to the 
larger Attersee. Its southwestern shore marks the border between the states of Upper Austria and 
Salzburg. The Drachenwand (Dragonwall) at the southern shore of the lake is an impressive sight. 
Mondsee is one of Austria's last privately-owned lakes. In 1864, remains of neolithic pile dwellings 
were discovered in the lake. Make sure you visit the church made famous in the wedding scene of 
the film the ‘Sound of Music’. 
 
Salzburg 
Once home to Mozart, Salzburg boasts ornate squares, statues, churches and is dominated by the 
enormous Festung (Fortress). 
 
The city owes its rich artistic heritage to its prince-archbishops, who once ruled it as a  
semi-independent city state. Their magnificent Residenz, numerous ancillary palaces, castles, art  
collections, churches and parks form the principal attractions of Salzburg.  
 
The town itself, squeezed between the River Salzach and the mighty rock of the Hohensalzburg,  
delights the stroller with its narrow streets, onion spires, sculptured fountains, and wrought-iron shop 
signs.  
 
A vast music industry has grown up around the name of Mozart, culminating with the annual  
Salzburg Festival which is a major highlight of Europe's musical calendar. 
 
This enchanting baroque city was used for several locations used in the film 'Sound of Music'. Take 
time to explore the myriad of narrow, cobbled stone streets, the fascinating shops and traditional  
coffee houses. The views from the enormous Festung (Fortress) sitting high above the city are  
magnificent and you can’t miss the charm of the famous Christmas Markets in Cathedral Square.   



Berchtesgaden Salt Mines 
In operation since 1517 the underground world can be visited by all. Dressed in miner's clothing, the 
visitor enjoys rides on a small train, a funicular, down slides and a raft across a crystal clear 
undergrond lake illuminated by a light show. They also learn about mining history and techniques.  
 
Neustift  
The village of Neustift is located about half way up the Stubai Valley. All along the length of the valley 
there are numerous ‘winter walks’ which often double as Nordic or Cross Country ski paths.   
In the Neustift village there is a small ice skating rink, indoor swimming complex and a ten pin  
bowling alley. There is also a large Tourist Office in the centre of town. 
 
Local bus access services up and down the valley are very good. There is more than one bus line.  
You will find times and details available at reception in your hotel. 
 
On the main road at the bottom of the village, there is a large petrol station. This is called Neustift 
Tankstelle. (Tankstalle means petrol station). The bus stops here on either side of the road and all 
the buses stop here when travelling in either directions – up and down the valley. 
  
The skiing is fabulous and there are 3 main ski areas around Neustift. The Stubaier Glacier above 
Mutterberg, the Schlick 2000 above Fulmes and The Elfer slopes actually above Neustift.  
 
Ski passes can be purchased for a range of durations and either for just one ski area or a  
combination of all three ski areas. Multi area passes include free use of the local connecting bus  
services. 
Non skiers can access all the main peaks by gondola cable car. At all ‘drop off’ points there are large 
restaurants, cafés and rest facilities – usually with panoramic views. You can also buy single trip 
passes at much lower rates.  
 
The Stubaier Glacier has the most extensive ski area. A 25 minute bus ride to Mutterberg at the end 
of the valley drops you at the cable car gondola. At the top – 3,333 metres high – there is a  
restaurant and an observation platform called the ‘Top of the Tyrol’ where the enormous views span 
one way over to Italy and the other way to Germany.  
 
The Schlick 2000 ski area above Fulpmes is only a 15 minute bus ride away in the other direction. At 
the highest point of 2,136 metres there is a café with a large, open sun deck complete with tables 
chairs and sun lounges. It has a different panoramic aspect with the surrounding peaks being much 
closer and views directly down into the Inn Valley.  
 
Neustift’s own Elfer ski area is not as large but also offers thrilling paragliding rides. Ice wall climbing 
is available up at the Mutterberg for the adventurous.  
 
 



Walking and Tobogganing - Taking the cable car up to the first level of the Neustift Elfer lift there is a 
charming restaurant. From here the two toboggan tracks come down to the valley below. They are 
broad tracks, quite lengthy and easy to walk down. If walking there are several café/pubs on the way 
down.  
These two natural tobogganing tracks are the longest in the Tyrol. Tobogganing is fun, easy to do 
and requires little skill and makes a memorable day. 
Three evenings a week there is also night-time tobogganing lit by with lanterns! Some people do this 
and stop in the café pubs along the way. 
Note: one of the tracks comes directly down to the bottom of the ski lift whilst the other one comes 
down to a point about a 15 minute walk away along the valley bottom. 
  
Toboggans can be hired from the base of the Elfer lift. ID will be required and expect to leave a  
security deposit of approximately €50. 
 
There are numerous walking tracks all along the valley. They usually follow and often double up with 
the cross country tracks. Some people may choose to catch the bus along the valley towards the 
Mutterberg and get off at various points to walk along a section of the valley.  
 
Cross Country Skiing - Cross country ski equipment can be hired at all the local ski hire shops. 
Great way to exercise and there are simple cross country ski tracks all along the valley. 
 
Swarovski ‘Kristallwelten’ (Crystal Worlds) 
The Swarovski Crystal Worlds, created by Andre Heller, is an invitation to dream. In 1995, for the 100 
year anniversary of Swarovski, the multi-media artist Andre Heller created a place of true amazement 
with 14 subterranean Chambers of Wonder. In 2003 and 2007 the so called home of the crystals 
became extended with new chambers. More than 8 million people have been enchanted by this world 
of experiences encompassing the full spectrum of art, music, dance and literature. 
This unique crystalline theatre is Austria’s second most visited museum, right after Schönbrunn 
Palace. 
 
Innsbruck 
The capital of the Tyrol is set in a lovely spot on the River Inn, at the foot of the Karwendel Alps and 
retains a distinctive provincial charm, making it one of the most attractive cities of Alpine Europe. 
Handsome old town houses, of which the Goldenes Dachl is most famous, line the traffic-free central 
area around Herzog-Friedrich Straße and Maria-Theresien Straße. (Straße is pronounced ‘Strasse” 
and means Street). The Hofburg, a sprawling cream-and-pistachio palace built under Maria Theresia, 
adjoins the Hofkirche, one of the chief masterpieces of German renaissance. Goldenes Dachl literally 
means “Little Golden Roof” and has long been a symbol of Innsbruck's “ye olde” charm. It was built 
around 1500 as part of a ducal palace that no longer exists.  
 
Hohenschwangau 
Hohenschwangau is a village in the district of Bavaria, Germany. It is located between  
Neuschwanstein Castle and Hohenschwangau Castle and visited by approximately 2 million people 
annually. On one hill overlooking the village there is the neo-gothic Castle of Hohenschwangau. On 
the other side above the village is the wooded mountain spur and Neuschwanstein - the fairytale  
castle of ‘Mad’ King Ludwig.  



Neuschwanstein - the Fairytale Castle 
Located in the mountains of Bavaria is the village of Hohenschwangau and Neuschwanstein - the 
Fairytale Castle of ‘mad’ King Ludwig.  The guided tour of the castle takes in the state rooms, king’s 
apartments, halls and throne room; all reminiscent of a Wagner operatic saga.    
 
Please note: The guided tour through Neuschwanstein Castle incorporates climbing up and down a 
number of floors and there are no elevators. If anyone has noticeable walking difficulties or limitations 
please consult your Tour Manager. 
 
Some interesting facts about the Castle: 
• The designer of the castle, Christian Jank, was actually a theatrical set designer and not an  
architect 

• Public photography is not permitted inside the periphery of Neuschwanstein Castle. However, it is 
still the most photographed building in Germany 
• Neuschwanstein Castle was the inspiration for Sleeping Beauty Castle at Disneyland Park 
• The castle is under the ownership of the state of Bavaria, which has spent more than €14.5  
million on its maintenance, renovation and visitor services, since 1990 
• The conception of Neuschwanstein Castle was outlined by Ludwig II, in a letter to Richard  
Wagner, dated May 13, 1868 
• The castle was initially known as New Hohenschwangau Castle. It was only after the death of 
Ludwig II that it was re-named Neuschwanstein 
• 'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang' and 'The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm' are amongst the  
movies in which the Neuschwanstein Castle has been featured 
• The castle has been heavily featured in the video game 'The Beast Within: A Gabriel Knight  
Mystery' 
 
Fussen 
Füssen is an enchanting town in Bavaria, situated at the southern end of the Romantic Road, on the 
banks of the Lech River Fussen is known for the Hohes Schloss and its Basilica and former  
Benedictine monastery of St Mang.  
 
Fussen is the highest town in Bavaria at 808 metres above sea level and over 700 year’s old. The 
town’s charming location on the edge of the Alps is framed in by imposing high mountain peaks and 
an idyllic lake district.  
The old town area with fountains, street cafes, shops and boutiques is worth a visit. 
 
 


